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The properties of the Higgs boson h(125) observed in LHC data are consistent with Standard
Model predictions. Consequently, if additional Higgs bosons are present, then the direction of
h(125) in field space must be approximately aligned with the direction of the Higgs vacuum
expectation value. One way to achieve approximate Higgs alignment is in the decoupling
limit, where all additional Higgs scalars are significantly heavier than the h(125). In this
presentation, the viability of approximate Higgs alignment without decoupling is addressed.
1 Introduction
With the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012,1,2 it appears that all the fundamental particles
that comprise the Standard Model (SM) have been discovered. Of course, it is straightforward
to add additional Higgs scalars to the SM. However, an extended Higgs sector is already highly
constrained. For example, the electroweak ρ parameter is very close to 1, which strongly suggests
that additional Higgs multiplets consist of hypercharge one doublets and/or singlets under the
electroweak gauge group.3 Moreover, the extended Higgs sector must contain a SM-like h(125),4
whereas evidence for additional scalar states, either via direct production or by virtual exchange,
must have (so far) escaped detection in LHC data.
2 The alignment limit of the 2HDM
In this presentation, we shall focus on the two-Higgs doublet model (2HDM) as a prototype for
an extended Higgs sector. The 2HDM consists of two hypercharge one, doublet fields Φ1 and Φ2
After minimizing the scalar potential, 〈Φ0i 〉 = vi/
√
2 (for i = 1, 2), with v ≡ (|v1|2 + |v2|2)1/2 =
2mW /g = 246 GeV. It is convenient to introduce the Higgs basis fields,
5,6
H1 =
(
H+1
H01
)
≡ v
∗
1Φ1 + v
∗
2Φ2
v
, H2 =
(
H+2
H02
)
≡ −v2Φ1 + v1Φ2
v
, (1)
such that 〈H01 〉 = v/
√
2 and 〈H02 〉 = 0. The Higgs basis is uniquely defined up to an overall
rephasing, H2 → eiχH2. In the Higgs basis, the scalar potential is given by,
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V = Y1H†1H1 + Y2H†2H2 + [Y3H†1H2 + h.c.] + 12Z1(H†1H1)2 + 12Z2(H†2H2)2 + Z3(H†1H1)(H†2H2)
+Z4(H
†
1H2)(H
†
2H1) +
{
1
2Z5(H
†
1H2)
2 +
[
Z6(H
†
1H1) + Z7(H
†
2H2)
]
H†1H2 + h.c.
}
. (2)
The minimization of the scalar potential yields Y1 = −12Z1v2 and Y3 = −12Z6v2.
The neutral scalar field H01 is aligned in field space with the Higgs vacuum expectation value.
If
√
2 ReH01 − v were a mass eigenstate, then its tree-level properties would coincide with the
Higgs boson of the SM. For simplicity, we assume a CP-conserving scalar potential (where the
scalar potential parameters are simultaneously real after an appropriate rephasing of H2). The
CP-even Higgs squared-mass matrix is,5,7
M2H =
(
Z1v
2 Z6v
2
Z6v
2 m2A + Z5v
2
)
.
where mA is the mass of the CP-odd Higgs scalar.
The CP-even Higgs bosons are h and H with mh ≤ mH . Approximate alignment arises
in two limiting cases.8,9,10 Case 1: m2A  (Z1 − Z5)v2. This is the decoupling limit,11 where h
is SM-like and m2A ∼ m2H ∼ m2H±  m2h ' Z1v2. Case 2: |Z6|  1. Then, h is SM-like if
m2A + (Z5 − Z1)v2 > 0; otherwise, H is SM-like. This is alignment with or without decoupling,
depending on how large mA is. In particular, the CP-even neutral scalar mass eigenstates are,(
H
h
)
=
(
cβ−α −sβ−α
sβ−α cβ−α
) (√
2 ReH01 − v√
2 ReH02
)
, (3)
where cβ−α ≡ cos(β − α) and sβ−α ≡ sin(β − α) are defined in terms of the mixing angle α
that diagonalizes the CP-even Higgs squared-mass matrix when expressed in the Φ1–Φ2 basis of
scalar fields, {√2 Re Φ01−v1 ,
√
2 Re Φ02−v2}, and tanβ ≡ v2/v1. Since the SM-like Higgs boson
must be approximately
√
2 ReH01 − v, it follows that h is SM-like if |cβ−α|  1 (corresponding
to alignment with or without decoupling, depending on how large mA is). Likewise, H is SM-like
if |sβ−α|  1 (which is only possible in the case of alignment without decoupling).
Exact tree-level Higgs alignment corresponds to Z6 = 0, which is satisfied in the inert doublet
model (IDM).12 This is a special case of the 2HDM in which there is an unbroken Z2 symmetry
in the Higgs basis such that H2 is the only Z2-odd field. In the IDM, the SM Higgs boson
resides entirely in H1. In contrast, approximate tree-level alignment without decoupling in a
generic 2HDM would appear to depend on a judicious choice of model parameters. However,
a more satisfying scenario would be one in which the latter is achieved as a consequence of an
approximate symmetry. Thus, we now explore the possible symmetries of the 2HDM scalar
potential that can lead naturally to tree-level Higgs alignment, and the symmetry-breaking
mechanisms that can maintain approximate alignment, consistent with the LHC Higgs data.
3 A symmetry origin for Higgs alignment
One can reduce the number of 2HDM parameters by imposing additional symmetries on the
scalar potential in the Φ1–Φ2 basis.
13,14 In this basis, the parameters of the scalar potential are
three squared-mass parameters, m211, m
2
22 and m
2
12 (the analogs of the Yi of eq. (2)), and seven
quartic couplings, λi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 7 (the analogs of the Zi of eq. (2)). The possible Higgs family
symmetries are: (i) Z2: Φ1 → Φ1 and Φ2 → −Φ2; (ii) Π2: Φ1 ←→ Φ2; (iii) U(1)PQ [Peccei-
Quinn15]: Φ1 → e−iθΦ1 and Φ2 → eiθΦ2; (iv) SO(3): Φi → UijΦj , for U ∈ U(2)/U(1)Y (the
scalar potential is automatically invariant with respect to the hypercharge U(1)Y). In addition,
one can also consider generalized CP symmetries: (i) CP1: Φi → Φ∗i , (ii) CP2: Φ1 → Φ∗2 and
Φ2 → −Φ∗1; (iii) CP3: Φ1 → Φ∗1 cos θ + Φ∗2 sin θ and Φ2 → −Φ∗1 sin θ + Φ∗2 cos θ (for 0 < θ < 12pi).
The constraints of each of these symmetries on the scalar potential parameters in the Φ1–Φ2
basis are easily obtained (see Table 1 of Ref. 13). Moreover, applying Z2 and Π2 simultaneously
is equivalent to a CP2-symmetric potential in a different basis. Similarly, applying U(1)PQ and
Π2 simultaneously is equivalent to a CP3-symmetric potential in a different basis.
14
The parameters of the CP-conserving scalar potential in the Φ1–Φ2 basis are related to the
corresponding Higgs basis parameters; e.g.,16
Y3 =
1
2(m
2
22 −m211)s2β −m212c2β , (4)
Z6 = −12
[
λ1c
2
β − λ2s2β − λ345c2β
]
s2β + λ6cβc3β + λ7sβs3β , (5)
where λ345 ≡ λ3 + λ4 + λ5, sβ ≡ sinβ, cβ ≡ cosβ, etc. Due to the scalar potential minimum
condition, exact alignment (i.e., Z6 = 0) implies that Y3 = 0. The latter can be achieved if the
scalar potential exhibits a CP2, CP3 or SO(3) symmetry, in which case m211 = m
2
22 and m
2
12 = 0.
In the case of CP2, setting Z6 = 0 in eq. (5) determines the value of tanβ. In the CP3 and
SO(3) cases, λ1 = λ2 = λ345 and λ6 = λ7 = 0. Then, Z6 = 0 is satisfied independently of tanβ,
corresponding to the condition of natural alignment introduced by Bhupal Dev and Pilaftsis.17
In order to specify a complete model, one must also exhibit the Higgs–fermion Yukawa
couplings. In the case of the IDM, the fermions are taken to be Z2-even states, which do
not couple to the Higgs basis field H2. In contrast, the extension of the CP2, CP3 or SO(3)
symmetries to the Yukawa interactions is problematic, resulting in a massless quark or some
other phenomenologically untenable feature.18
4 A model of approximate Higgs alignment
Consider the 2HDM with a CP2-symmetric scalar potential, which can be realized in another
basis as a Z2⊗Π2 discrete symmetry, where m211 = m222, λ1 = λ2, m212 = λ6 = λ7 = 0, and λ5 is
real. To extend this symmetry to the Yukawa sector, we introduce mirror fermions.19 The SM
fermions are denoted by lower case letters (e.g. left-handed doublet fields q and right-handed
singlet fields u and d), and mirror fermions by upper case letters. Under the discrete symmetries,
Π2 : Φ1 ←→ Φ2 , q ←→ q, u←→ U, U ←→ U ,
Z2 : Φ1 → Φ1 , Φ2 → −Φ2 , q → q, u→ −u, U → U, U → U ,
where U is in the representation conjugate to U (to avoid anomalies). The Yukawa couplings
consistent with the Z2 ⊗Π2 discrete symmetry are,a
LYuk ⊃ yt (qΦ2u+ qΦ1U) + h.c. (6)
In addition, we introduce an explicit mass term, Lmass = MUUU + h.c. (with MU large enough
to be consistent with the LHC experimental limits on mirror fermion masses), which preserves
the Z2 but explicitly breaks the Π2 discrete symmetry. This symmetry breaking is soft, so that
m222 −m211 is protected from quadratic sensitivity to the cutoff scale Λ,
∆m2 ≡ m222 −m211 ∼ −
3y2tM
2
U
4pi2
ln(Λ/MU ) ,
neglecting finite threshold corrections proportional to M2U . Due to the unbroken Z2 symmetry,
a nonzero m212 is not generated in this approximation. Integrating out the mirror fermions
below the scale MU , one also generates a splitting between λ1 and λ2. However, this is a small
correction, which has a negligible impact on our analysis.
The important parameters of the scalar potential are: m2 ≡ 12(m211+m222), ∆m2 ≡ m222−m211
and R ≡ λ345/λ (where λ ≡ λ1 = λ2). We impose λ > 0 and R > −1 to ensure that the vacuum
is bounded from below. Solving for the scalar potential minimum, there are two possible phases:
aThe down-type quarks and leptons can also be included by introducing the appropriate mirror fermions.
(i) the inert phase, where the Z2 is unbroken, corresponding to the IDM; and (ii) a mixed phase
where both v1 6= 0 and v2 6= 0. In the case of the mixed phase, m2 = −14λ(1 +R)v2 and
tanβ ≡ v2
v1
=
√
1− 
1 + 
, where  = cos 2β =
2∆m2
λ(1−R)v2 . (7)
The positivity of v21 and v
2
2 and the curvature at the extremum requires |R| < 1 and || < 1.
The Higgs boson mass spectrum of the mixed phase is,
m2h,H =
1
2λv
2
[
1∓
√
R2 + (1−R2)2 ] , m2A = |λ5|v2 , m2H± = m2A − 12(λ4 − λ5)v2 . (8)
If h is SM-like, then −1 < R < −2/(1− 2) and
cβ−α ' (1−R)
2|R| +O(
2) . (9)
In particular, the alignment limit favors small ||, which yields tanβ ∼ O(1). In this parameter
regime,
m2H ' m2h
(
1 + |R|
1− |R| +O(
2)
)
, (10)
corresponding to approximate alignment without decoupling as long as |R| is not too close to 1.
One can also construct a model of approximate alignment without decoupling by employing
a softly broken CP3 symmetry, augmented with the corresponding mirror fermions.20 Further
details on the phenomenology of the CP2 and CP3 models can be found in Refs. 19 and 20.
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